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Which brings us to today’s main idea. In these writings, 
bracketing more than two millennia, we see civics defined as the 
study of the rights and obligations of citizens in society. In this 
view, society is the platform of interest. The rights (think life, liber-
ty, and the pursuit of happiness, for example) and the obligations 
are considered in this context alone. Even with this constraint, the 
complexities are daunting—the subject of continuing examination, 
interpretation, and vigorous, even violent debate. Questions of 
ethics and morality quickly arise; considerations of so-called natu-
ral law (think, for example, the Golden Rule) and (for some) God’s 
law can come into play.

What’s missing? Explicit incorporation of a different set of 
natural laws. Truth is, civics is lived out on a finite planet: a planet 
with generous but limited natural resources; a planet featuring 
fierce extremes of flood and drought, earthquakes, volcanism, and 
more; and a planet that at the same time is proving troublingly 
fragile—easily and sometimes irrevocably damaged by societal 
actions and decisions, however well-intended. History provides 
examples of civilization decline resulting from societal failure to 
account for environmental realities. To list a few: Mesopotomia 
struggled to cope with the soil salination resulting from irrigation. 
Here in the United States, the Anasazi people and other contempo-
raneous cultures wilted under the pressures of the so-called Great 
Drought. Just as Covid has rocked today’s world, the Great Plague 
of Athens (40 B.C.) damaged Greek fortunes and changed the 
course of world history. Climate change and pandemics emphasize 
that the scale of today’s geocivics is truly global.

Citizens of ancient Sparta might be forgiven for overlooking 
the role of nature in human affairs, but not the societies of today. 
Perhaps the twenty-first-century preoccupation ought to be 
Geocivics—the study of the rights and obligations of 
citizens in society on a generous-but-finite, danger-
ous-but-fragile Earth.

Integrate the study of civics and the geosciences in public 
schools? Natural for educators to see this idea as cringeworthy. 
(Our communities are already upset with us, Bill. And these two 
topics are each controversial in and of themselves. Combine 
them? Yeah, right. What could possibly go wrong?)

But the Earth is emotionally detached, unmoved by any 
consideration of love, or hate, or rights, or responsibilities. Any 
beneficence or malfeasance of human beings the planet accepts 
without question. It doesn’t judge. In response, the planet simply 
does “what it’s gotta do.” It obeys laws of motion, conservation 
of energy, entropy imperatives and the like. No amount of human 
intervention can stay the drought or the flood, the cold spell or the 
heat wave. Yet civics can change the societal outcomes—reducing 
the death, injury, property loss, economic disruption, environmen-

tal degradation. And civics can accomplish this most effectively 
when it incorporates geoscience. Earth’s inexorable response to 
human actions and ability to dominate human affairs just might 
focus minds, shift attention from squabbling over abstractions to 
common search for coping strategies.

It is likely too much to expect that this sobering terrestrial 
context would dampen or civilize (there’s that root word again) the 
disagreements that polarize nations and peoples in any short term. 
But it would take the educational high ground: realism. It would 
put the emphasis on the needed societal actions. Over time, it 
might drive us to pay more attention to our sacred responsibilities 
to others and to our planetary habitation. It might renew interest 
in civics more broadly. By such means, it might improve the 
prospects of our children and grandchildren. Which brings to mind 
a closing quote:

“The goal of life is living in 
agreement with nature.”

—Zeno of Citium 
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